
Database Basics

How To Use
Literary Reference Center



Overview

• This database has many types of 
resources, such as journal articles, 
reference books, and book chapters.

• This guide will show you the basics of 
using the Literary Reference Center to find 
resources on literature topics.

• There will be step-by-step instructions, 
followed by pictures of an actual search.



First Search

• There will be 3 searches to show the 
different ways to find articles.

• The first search will be to find articles on 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s story “The 
Yellow Wallpaper”.

• Begin at LSUE’s website:
– www.lsue.edu

• Click on the “Library” link across the top.





First Search - Step 2

• Click on the “Find an Article” link.
IMPORTANT NOTE

• If you are on-campus, you can use the 
other links, such as “EBSCO databases”
or “Literary Reference Center”.

• If you are OFF campus, follow these 
steps. You will need to log in later (which 
will be covered at that step).





First Search - Step 3A

• What you will see is not a list of databases 
by subject, but the companies that make 
those databases.

• Some databases, however, are listed by 
title. “Literary Reference Center” is one of 
them. (“Proquest Nursing” is another.)

• Click on “Literary Reference Center”.
• If you are OFF campus, read Step 3B.



First Search - Step 3B

IMPORTANT NOTE
• If you are on campus, you will be able to 

click into the databases without having to 
log in. This includes Bengal Village.

• If you are OFF campus, you will need to 
log in or “authenticate”:
– User ID is your LSUE ID#
– Password is “changeme”





First Search - Step 4

• Our databases are set to open to the 
“Advanced Search” tab. There should be 
three search boxes. If the page does not 
look like this (except for minor changes), 
click on the “Advanced Search” link to get 
to this screen.





First Search - Step 5

• Most of the topics for English classes will be 
short stories, novels, or poems. Since that 
is what you want to find articles about, that 
will be what you type into the first box.

• Ignore the first article, such as a, an, or the.
• For longer titles, use quotation marks:

– “Where are you going, where have you been”

• Type in ‘yellow wallpaper’ (without quotes).
• Click on the “Search” button.





First Search - Step 6

• There will be a list of articles.
• Not all articles are available. This 

database will only show online full text:
– Either HTML or PDF
– It will NOT check the library’s collection. 

• The 3rd article has both full text links.
• Click on the title (the blue link) for number 

3 - “Approaches to Teaching”.





First Search - Step 7

• This is also called the “citation” page, 
since it contains information about the 
article. Much of it you won’t need.

• The main parts are:
– Title – the title of the article

– Author – the author(s) of the article
– Source – the title of the journal, date 

published, volume, issue, & page numbers.
– Subject areas – what story/poem is studied; 

this will be discussed in the 3rd search





First Search - Step 8

• The last parts are important if you get the 
full-text directly from the database:
– Database – the one you are searching
– Full-Text Database – where the full-text is
– If only “database” is listed, then it is also the 

source of the full-text

• This article has both HTML & PDF text
• The HTML text starts right under the 

article information. It has been typed in 
from the original article.





First Search - Step 9

• This article also has PDF full-text.
• Scroll to the top of the citation/information 

page about this article.
• At the top, above the title, is the PDF link.
• PDF is an exact copy of the article, with 

the original graphs and page numbers. 
Most professors prefer PDF over HTML.

• Click on the PDF link.





First Search - Step 10

• PDF files open with Adobe Acrobat, a free 
reader that by now is installed on almost 
every computer.

• If a window asks for an upgrade, click on 
‘no’ or ‘not at this time’ if you are in a lab.

• Since this is “inside” the browser, you 
must use the lower “Adobe” buttons to 
save or print the article.

• Page numbers are at the top.





First Search - Step 11

• Go back to the list of results.
• There are tabs across the screen to help 

narrow your search. The first one shows 
all of the articles. You can click on the red 
words to change your search. There are 
two main types:
– By content: Biographies or Literary Criticism 
– By type: Periodicals or Reference Books 

• NOTE: “Reviews” mean book reviews, 
which are from trade journals, usually very 
short, and not accepted for paper sources.





First Search - Note

• The links on the left offer suggestions to 
narrow your search by subject. However, 
what they do is add that new word or 
phrase to your current search.

• Often, the results are silly – “yellow 
wallpaper” AND “YELLOW Wall-Paper, 
The”. It would only find articles that listed 
the title twice! This one goes from 53 to 7.

• The third search will show how some ways 
of searching by subject.





Second Search

• The second search will be to find articles 
on Zora Neale Hurston’s “Sweat”.

• Since there could be many other stories 
about sweat or that use the word, for this 
search we will use both the story and the 
author. When in doubt, try this search first.

• Follow the same steps to get to the 
Literary Reference Center or click on the 
Advanced Search link for a new search.





Second Search - Step 2

• Enter the title of the story in the first box.
• Enter the author of the story in the second 

box, last name first.
• Do NOT choose anything in the drop-down 

menus on the right. We will see why not 
during the 3rd search.

• Click on “Search”.





Second Search - Step 3

• The results page should look like this.
• For some stories, the list might be very 

short (this one only has 4), but that is 
easier than sorting through pages of 
articles that don’t mention your story at all.

• Use the same methods from above to tell 
which articles are available and how to get 
the full text, either HTML or PDF.





Third Search

• The third search will be to find articles on 
John Updike’s story “A & P”.

• This will be difficult because the title is 
only two letters and a symbol.

• There are several approaches to try, and 
each works differently. 

• Follow the same steps to get to the 
Literary Reference Center or click on the 
Advanced Search link for a new search.





Third Search – Step 2

• Type in the title and click search.





Third Search – Step 3

• A huge number of articles were found.
• This is because it is searching for all 

articles with the letters ‘a’ and ‘p’. Since ‘p’
can also mean “page numbers” this means 
that most of the ones found will not be 
about the story you are looking for.

• Click on Advanced Search to try again.





Third Search – Step 4

• Try the two-entry method used in the 2nd

search: type the title in the first box, and 
the author (last name first) in the second.

• Click search.





Third Search – Step 5

• The number dropped dramatically, but 
there are still many articles that aren’t 
about our story.

• But since there is one article that mentions 
our story in the title – number 5 – we can 
try using it to narrow our search down.

• Click on the title (blue link) for #5 – “A&P”.





Third Search – Step 6

• I call this “searching sideways”. The main 
idea is to use the database’s own links to 
find more like that one article. 

• Under the list of subjects, one is “A&P 
(Short Story)”.

• Click on that link to find other articles that 
have your story as a subject.





Third Search – Step 7

• This only found one result – the one we 
already had.

• True, there could only be one article on 
this story, but that is unlikely.

• Click on Advanced Search to try again.





Third Search – Step 8

• It could be that the first database link was 
wrong or had typing mistakes.

• Let’s try a different way of sideways search.
• In the first box, type in the author, last 

name first. In the second box, type in one 
of the main characters. Most of the articles 
should mention the main character.

• Click search.





Third Search – Step 9

• This found three results – none of which is 
the single article that came up in the 
internal “A&P” search.

• Looking at them, notice the spaces 
between the letters “A & P”. Maybe that 
lone result was just a mistake, and the 
“real” database link has those spaces.

• So to use this new database link, click on 
the title of the 1st article.





Third Search – Step 10

• Look through the list of subjects: yes, just 
like the title we had clicked on to get to this 
page, it has spaces between the letters.

• Click on the “A & P (Short story)” link.





Third Search – Step 11

• Now we have seven articles – not a large 
amount, but a good number to work with.

• However, I see something missing. 
Remember the search that got us here, 
the author and the main character? Those 
other two results aren’t in this list of seven.

• Go back twice to get to that list of three.





Third Search – Step 12

• Here are those three articles.
• The first one is the one we used to get the 

“A & P (Short story)” link.
• Click on the third title.





Third Search – Step 13

• Look at the list of subjects – the story isn’t 
there. And this is an article (from a 
reference book) about the story.

• This is why, for this one database, I do not 
recommend using the drop-down menus 
to search by subject. Not every article here 
has the story listed as a subject.
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Actual results may vary.
Databases can sometimes crash.

Start your work early!


